END-USER FREEDOM + DISRUPTIVE TECHNOLOGY GIVES WAY TO 21ST CENTURY LEARNING

OUTCOMES
The way in which students interact with one another and consume and digest information and concepts coupled with the methods faculty utilise to engage students and create an environment that stimulates learning is evolving as instantly as the next new tech gadget. This exciting shift in education has many institutions and faculty wondering where and how to invest their precious time and resources to ensure they are on the right path to student success.

For IT, these trends have created significant challenges in meeting end user expectations for when, where and how they access their data and applications. It has also become no longer a question of do we allow BYOD but how do we incorporate BYOD to facilitate learning. IT leaders are faced with new challenges in meeting these end user requirements, coupled with the traditional challenges involving the constant struggle between security and usability.

Join this informative session in order to get an understanding of how IT is able optimise their current environment while safely embracing innovation and emerging trends while maintaining security and control over corporate data and systems, with VMware’s End User Computing solution.
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